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Favorable Income Tax Treatment of a Life Settlement
It’s an issue of fairness that the life settlement community has been fighting for almost a decade. It started
with IRS Revenue Ruling 2009-13 which outlined tax treatment for sale or surrender of a life insurance policy. 
The confusion created by this ruling was that tax treatment for a policy sale was treated differently than the 
tax treatment for a policy surrender. 2009-13 imposed a formula on life settlements for calculating basis that 
required removing the cost of insurance (COI) from the policy tax basis. COI did not have to be removed from 
the policy tax basis for policies that were surrendered back to the carrier. Tax reform revised Revenue Ruling 
2009-13 by eliminating the requirement to remove COI from the cost basis of a policy sale thereby putting 
policy sale on a level playing field with policy surrender. Retroactive for policy sales dating back to August 25, 
2009, both past and current policy owners can benefit from this revision.

Increased Estate Tax Exemption
The tax reform increases the estate tax exemption to $11.2 million per individual and $22.4 million per 
married couple. Since life insurance has long been the cornerstone of estate and tax planning for HNW 
individuals, insurance professionals and fiduciaries nationwide have clients that are deciding if they need to 
keep the insurance that had been put into place for estate protection. We are seeing an uptick in policy 
owners wanting to sell all or a portion of their permanent or term life insurance to free liquidity for other 
planning needs. Many fiduciaries have begun to include life insurance valuation as part of their 
responsibilities and practice.

Reasons for Fiduciaries to Include Life Insurance Policy Valuation in Planning
§ Significant percentage of life insurance policies have not been reviewed or remediated
§ Available cash flow is tied up while seniors and retirement-age clients are outliving their plans
§ Traditional methodologies and non-forfeiture options may not be advantageous
§ Imagine if a policy is surrendered for 1-5% of the death benefit and it was worth 5-10 times that value
§ Increased longevity impacts estate planning, retirement planning, asset allocation, policy values for 

transfer, risk mitigation for ILIT trustees, non-profit portfolio management, and the life settlement value of 
currently held life insurance assets, just to name a few.

Case Studies
§ Convertible Term
§ Male, age 69
§ $1M
§ CSV = $0

§ Trust-owned
§ Male, age 78
§ $5M underfunded UL policy
§ CSV = $57K

Fair Market Value = $1.75M Fair Market Value = $389K


